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STEP 1 

You will need three different fabrics for your pillowcase: body, cuff, trim 

Cut your fabric into the following sizes across the width of your fabric (about 42 

inches).  Don’t worry if your pieces are not exactly the same 42”. 

 

Piece A = pillowcase cuff, cut 9” x 42” 

Piece B = pillowcase trim, cut 2½” x 42” 

Piece C = pillowcase body, cut 27” x 42” for a standard case (or 37” x 42” for a king 

size case) 

 

STEP 2 

Take piece B to the ironing board and iron, press wrong sides together lengthwise.   

It should now be 1 ¼” x 42”. 

Place piece A right side up on the table.  This is the Hot Dog Bun.  Place B on top of 

piece A, matching the top raw edges.  Place piece C, right side down, matching top 

raw edges with piece A and piece B.  PIN them together. 

 

Roil piece C toward the top, until you see about 1/3 of Piece A. (The right side of 

the material will be facing. You).  This is the HOT DOG.   

Bring the bottom 1/3 of piece A and match it to the raw edges.  You now have 5 

raw edges matched and should pin them.  (The wrong side of piece A will now be 

facing up.) 

Stitch a seam, sewing along the pinned edges, backstitching at both ends.  Pull the 

pins out as you sew, before you sew over them, to avoid breaking a needle.  Take 

care not to sew the pillowcase roll into the seam. 

 

STEP 3 

Reach into the sewn tube and pullout piece C.  This is the magic of the HOT DOG 

method!   

Press to make your edges crisp, beginning on the wrong side.  Pressing is an 

important part of sewing to shape and set the stitches.  Press after stitching each 

seam.  You will be able to stitch the next step smoothly and evenly, and your article 

will have a more professional look.   

Trim off selvage edge and even up the long edges.  (Selvage edges can shrink and 

cause your pillowcase to pucker). 
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STEP 4 

With the WRONG SIDE together, fold the pillowcase in half matching the long raw 

edges.   

You will sew the edges with a French Seam.   

Beginning at the TOP of the pillowcase, stitch a 5/8” seam.  A French seam is 

stronger and has a cleaner look, preventing fraying.  Leave your needle in the 

fabric at the corner.  Lift your presser foot and turn material, lower presser foot, 

and keep on sewing along the bottom to make a nice corner.  Trim the seam to 1/8”. 

 

Turn the pillowcase to right sides together and press again along the edge of fold. 

Beginning at TOP of pillowcase, stitch 5/8” from fold.  Turn the corner and sew the 

bottom edge seam with a 5/8” seam allowance. 

 

Turn, right side out again.  Press the seam and give the pillowcase a final press. 

 

 


